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APPS LIST
- Pop Flux – Interactive game using the front facing camera on an iPad, iPod, or iPhone. Bubbles
drop from the ceiling as your move your body around to pop them, avoiding the bombs, ninja stars
and rockets
- Recurse – Interactive game using the front facing camera on iPad only. Dodge the red parts on the
screen, but in the green parts chop your hands as fast as you can to get more points.
- iMuscle – 3-dimensional view of the human anatomy with exercises and workout ideas to single
out muscle groups, or to show your class what part of your body you are working out that day.
- Easy Assessment - pretty good one for doing assessments and can email or use Dropbox to turn
assessments into excel sheets (almost has all the bugs out… just an FYI)
- TimerOnFire - just a giant timer or stopwatch, but is big and bright and can be seen by the whole
class, especially when projected wirelessly using Apple TV and a projector.
- Ripdeck - Fitness app using a giant deck of cards with programmable exercises
- ClassDojo – a behavior management system that allows you to easily track students behavior on
the fly
- Tango Remote - I use this app daily as I can control music on my iPad with my iPhone or iPod, or
visa-versa. It lists all the songs so you can pick one that is fitting for the part of the lesson (eg. fast
songs for tag or fitness, slower songs for skill building, etc)
- Virtual Heart - gives an in-depth look at the heart including electrical firing,
oxygenated/deoxygenated blood flow, valve operations, and you can increase and decrease the BPM
to show what is happening to students' hearts during physical activity. Pretty sweet and visually
effective.
- FitDeck Junior – Fitness task cards with exercises that are put into kid-terms, making easy for them
to remember (fun when projected on big screen, or can be used as a station)
- Apple TV - This is a little unit that when connected to a projector, lets me wirelessly project and
mirror anything on my iPad or iPod to a big pull down white screen. Great for letting all the students
to be able to see from anywhere in the gym, as well as allowing me the ability to be anywhere in the
gym.

